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ABSTRACT

Recommender Systems plays a vital role in e-commerce. The goal of recommender system is to present the user with the personalized information that matches with the user’s interest. Now a days, user’s interest is leaning towards social networks. Social Networking Sites provide users a platform to connect and share their information with other users who share similar interests with user. The popularity of social networking sites is increasing day by day. Recommender systems are now using the social information for their analysis and prediction process. Collaborative filtering approach is assumed to be the broadly approved technique of recommender system. Collaborative filtering method recommends an item to a user based on the preferences of other users who share analogous interest with the active user. In this paper, we have presented a study of collaborative filtering based social recommender system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

World Wide Web has accelerated the rate of information exchange. Users can easily access the information from internet. With the advancement of technology, the information is also expanding at exponential rate. This in turn has become a problem for users as it is not viable for them to explore the whole pool of information. Users are thus facing problem in finding the individualised information. This in turn arises the need for recommender systems. Recommender System (RS) is a software which provides users with customized information they are interested in [1][6][25]. RS has been widely implemented by many applications which includes movies, books, music, jokes, news articles, search queries and many more. RSs have emerged as an excellent recommending tool for e-commerce sites like Amazon [8], E-bay, CDNOW and many more [4]. RS has become a boon for these sites.

RS is mainly classified in three approaches namely Content Based, Collaborative Filtering and Hybrid. Content based technique analyses users past behaviour and preferences for making recommendations [7][23]. Collaborative Filtering approach uses user’s profile for finding neighbours of the active user and then uses the information of these neighbours for prediction. Hybrid approach is the integration of content based and collaborative filtering approaches [5][24]. In our paper, we have focused on Collaborative Filtering approach which is described in the following section.

2. Collaborative Filtering
Collaborative Filtering technique is the most accepted techniques of the RS. Collaborating Filtering (CF) makes prediction of the items for a user on the analysis of preferences of other users who share similar profile with the active [2][4][9][11]. In CF RS, data is represented in form of a rating matrix of form user * item. Let I be the set of items and U be the set of users in a rating matrix. Let utility(u, i) be the utility function which computes the worth of item i ∈ I for user u ∈ U. In CF RS, utility(u, i) is based on utility(u_n, i) where, i ∈ I and u_n ∈ U is the set of neighbours of active user u ∈ U which have similar preferences as the active user has. CF is further divided into three approaches which are described as follows:

- **Memory based CF**: Memory based CF uses the whole dataset for analysis and prediction process [12]. It uses various measures like Cosine based, Adjusted cosine based, Pearson correlation, Adjusted Pearson correlation, k-Nearest neighbours and many more. Pearson correlation and cosine based are the commonly implemented memory based techniques.

- **Model based CF**: Model based CF first uses the dataset to learn a model by analysing the dataset information and then uses the learned model for prediction [13]. There are various model learning techniques which includes Probabilistic models, Bayesian classifiers, CF using dimensionality reduction techniques, clustering techniques, and many more. Probabilistic models and Bayesian classifiers are the commonly used model based techniques.

- **Hybrid CF**: Hybrid CF is the combination of model and memory based CF techniques. It alleviates the limitations of model based and memory based approaches.

3. Social Collaborative Filtering based Recommender Technique

Social network has revolutionised the communication process. Now, Users are preferring social sites for information exchange. Majorly active and widely used social networking sites are Google+, Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter and more. The popularity of the social sites is increasing drastically. With the increase in popularity of social sites, RSs have also embraced social information as an input to the analysis and prediction process. The embrace of social information by RS has given rise to performance enhancement. A social RS has outperformed traditional RS by taking into account social interest and trust between users connected via social network [19][20]. Social trust between two users u and v may be established on the basis of feedback [14][15][16]. Feedback can be classified in two types: explicit and implicit. Explicit feedback includes explicitly asking user u for the feedback related to user v for instance by voting or rating. Implicit feedback may be inferred by mapping user behaviour into user preferences for instance how frequently user u interacts or visits user v. Mostly in literature, explicit feedback has been used as input by algorithms. Social CF is classified into two categories namely Matrix factorization based and Neighbourhood based social CF approaches. These approaches are described in the following section.

3.1 Matrix Factorization based social CF

Matrix factorization is a model based approach which focuses on learning a model by analysing data and then using the trained model for prediction [10][14]. Various social matrix factorization approaches have been proposed in literature for instance social trust ensemble model, social matrix factorization model, social recommender model, similarity based social regularisation and circle based recommendation approaches.

3.1.1 Social Matrix Factorization

The Social Matrix Factorization (SMF) model considers the transitivity of trust in social networks [15]. The behaviour of user u can be influenced by
the neighbours of $u$. Let $S$ be the social network matrix. Let $S_u$ be another matrix derived from $S$ whose each row is normalised to 1. For prediction, model is used. Model includes two matrices: $P \in \mathbb{R}^{u_0 \times r_0}$ which represents latent features of item and $Q \in \mathbb{R}^{u_0 \times r_0}$ represents latent features of user and $r_0$ is the rank, $u_0$ denotes number of users and $i_0$ denotes number of items. Also, $r_0 \ll u_0, i_0$. Now, Predicted rating matrix can be modelled as follows:

$$P_m = r_m + QP^T$$

where, $r_m \in \mathbb{R}$ is a global offset value. The objective function can be optimised by minimising Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) as follows:

$$\frac{1}{2} \sum_{(u,i)\text{obs}} (R_{u,i} - P_{m_{u,i}})^2 + \gamma (\|P\|_F^2 + \|Q\|_F^2)$$

where, $R_{u,i}$ is the actual rating of item $i$ given by user $u$ and $P_{m_{u,i}}$ is the predicted rating of item $i$ for user $u$ and $obs$ means observed.

### 3.1.2 Social Recommender Model

In Social Recommender Model (SRM) [27], social matrix $S$ is modified as follows:

$$S_{u,v} = S_{u,v} \sqrt{d_u + d_v^\ast}$$

where, $d_u^\ast$ is the numbers of users $u$ trusts and $d_v$ is the numbers of users who trusts user $v$. Predicted rating matrix can be modelled as:

$$P_m = r_m + QP^T$$

where, $r_m \in \mathbb{R}$ is a global offset value. Also, social information is also used for model learning. Social matrix is predicted as follows:

$$S_r = S_m + QZ^T$$

where, $Z \in \mathbb{R}^{u_0 \times r_0}$

The objective function can be trained by minimising RMSE as:

$$\sum_{(u,i)\text{obs}} (R_{u,i} - P_{m_{u,i}})^2 + \gamma (\|P\|_F^2 + \|Q\|_F^2)$$

### 3.1.3 Social Trust Ensemble Model

Social Trust Ensemble Model (STEM) is the combination of MF and social network based approach [28]. Predicted rating matrix can be modelled as follows:

$$P_m = r_m + \beta QP^T$$

where, $\beta = \beta I + (1 - \beta)S$ and $I$ is the identity matrix.

The objective function can be optimised by minimising RMSE as follows:

$$\sum_{(u,i)\text{obs}} (R_{u,i} - P_{m_{u,i}})^2 + \gamma (\|P\|_F^2 + \|Q\|_F^2)$$

### 3.1.4 Similarity based Social regularisation

Similarity between users can be computed using Pearson correlation or cosine based measures. The prediction quality of RS can be improved by taking into consideration the latent features of users during similarity computation. Similarity is computed as follows:

$$\sum_{u \in U} \sum_{v \in \mathcal{F}_u} Sim(u,v)\|Q_u - Q_v\|^2$$

where, $\mathcal{F}_u$ denotes the set of direct friends of user $u$ and $Sim(u,v)$ denotes the similarity between user $u$ and $v$ computed using Pearson correlation or cosine based approach.

### 3.1.5 Circle based recommendation

Circle-based Recommendation models are an extension of the SMF model to social networks with inferred friend circles [21]. The basic concept is that a user may not trust a friend in all categories. So while making predictions, only a subset of friends circle is considered. Predicted rating matrix for each category $c$ can be described as follows:
\[ \hat{R}^c_{u,i} = r^c_m + Q^c_u P^c_{i}^T \]

where, \( Z \in \mathbb{R}^{|u| \times r} \)

The objective function can be trained by minimising RMSE as:

\[
\frac{1}{2} \sum_{(u,i) \in \text{obs}} (R^c_{u,i} - \hat{R}^c_{u,i})^2 + \frac{\beta}{2} \sum_u \| Q^c_u - \sum_v S^c_{u,v} Q^c_v \|^2 + \frac{\gamma}{2} (\| P^c \|_F^2 + \| Q^c \|_F^2)
\]

3.2 Neighbourhood Based Social CF Approach

Neighbourhood Based approaches are also known as memory based approaches. It mainly includes two approaches: Nearest Neighbourhood and Social Network Traversal based approach.

3.2.1 Social Network Traversal based CF

Social Network Traversal (SNT) approach traverse the neighbourhood of a user and analyses the ratings of direct/indirect friends of the user. SNT approach is further classified into various techniques. In our paper, we have discussed in brief two SNT approaches. MoleTrust approach which computes trust between two indirectly connected users and considers only users within maximum depth for prediction [26]. Bayesian Inference based Prediction approach uses conditional probability distribution for similarity computation of two friends connected in social network[18].

3.2.2 Nearest Neighbourhood based CF

Nearest Neighbourhood (NN) based CF approach is an extension of traditional memory based approach. NN incorporates social information with the memory based approach [22]. There are various NN approaches which are illustrated in following section.

3.2.2.1 Trust CF

In Trust CF (TCF), Breadth first traversal (BFS) is used to find the neighbours of the active user \( u \) [16]. This neighbourhood is known as trusted neighbourhood. Another neighbourhood known as traditional CF neighbourhood is also computed using Pearson correlation approach. The weight for user \( u \) in the trusted neighbourhood is set to \( 1/d_v \), where \( d_v \) is the depth of user \( v \) from the source user \( u \) in the social trust network. The weight for a user \( v \) in the CF neighbourhood is the Pearson Correlation coefficient between \( v \) and the source user \( u \). TCF predicts the item on the basis of weighted average of the ratings of the two neighbourhoods.

3.2.2.2 CF-ULF (User Latent Feature) Approach

CF-ULF uses MF to find user latent features. Once latent features are found, Pearson correlation is used for user clustering. \( k \)-nearest neighbours of source user \( u \) are identified. For deduction of top \( k \)-recommended items, voting scheme is used. Voting for user \( u \) relating to item \( i \) is computed as follows:

\[
\text{Vote}_{u,i} = \sum_{v \in N_u} \sum_{i} \text{sim}(u, v) \delta_{i \in R_v}
\]

where, \( N_u \) is the \( k \)-nearest neighbours of user \( u \), \( R_v \) is the set of relevant items of user \( v \), \( \delta \) is the Kronecker delta, \( \text{sim}(u, v) \) is similarity computed using Pearson correlation between user \( u \) and \( v \).

3.2.2.3 Pure Trust Approach

Pure Trust (PT) approach uses BFS to find \( k \)-trusted users of source user \( u \). Voting for user \( u \) relating to item \( i \) is in PT approach is computed as follows:

\[
\text{Vote}_{u,i} = \sum_{v \in T_u} \sum_{i} \text{wt}(u, v) \delta_{i \in R_v}
\]

where, \( T_u \) is the \( k \)-trusted users of user \( u \), \( R_v \) is the set of relevant items of user \( v \), \( \delta \) is the Kronecker delta, \( \text{wt}(u, v) \) is voting weight from user \( u \) which is equal to \( 1/d_v \).

4. CONCLUSION
Social Networking sites has been gaining popularity rapidly day by day. Recommender systems has been incorporated by e-commerce sites for the expansion of their business. With the introduction of social network, recommender system has also included social information as input. In our paper, we have presented study of various social based collaborative filtering techniques. Social based recommender system has outperformed traditional recommender system. With the inclusion of social information in recommender systems, security and privacy has become a major concern. In future, privacy and security issues related work can be done in recommender systems.
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